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1. What do you need BEFORE fill in the enrolment application?

Prepare the following documents:
A valid copy of ID
A personal photo (bitmap or jpeg of at least 300x400 pixel). The picture should contain the
visage on a clear background (i.e., as pictures for ID)
the text of a motivational letter
information relating to your cv:
➔ exams belonging to SSD M/PSI (name, vote and ECTS/CFU) to declare
➔ single courses done in Università Bicocca not compulsory in AEPS to exclude from the

average calculation
➔ other titles
➔ courses and/or workshops
➔ Knowledge of software
➔ Publications in Scopus-indexed scientific journals (specify the DOI of each publication)
➔ Publications in non-indexed journals, book chapters, or other publications (for each

publication, specify the DOI and/or ISBN/ISSN)

➔ Presentations at international conferences and symposia (with the organizer, the

authors, the title of the presentation, where and when the event took place. If possible

a link to the website of the conference and/or to the book of abstracts)

➔ Presentations at national conferences and symposiums. For each

conference/symposium, specify the organizer, the authors, the title of the presentation,

where and when the event took place. If possible, provide a link to the website of the

conference and/or to the book of abstracts.

➔ information about B2 English language knowledge qualification

2. Starting enrolment application

Access the online registry https://en.unimib.it/, click on “Services” and then “Student
services online”.
Select “login”

Fill in your Username and Password
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Click on “Admission test”:

Select the course level

Select the course and click forward

Check and confirm your personal data
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3. Uploading Identity document

Click on “Insert a new identity document”

Insert information required then Insert Attachment

Uploading a scan of the original document

4. Uploading a personal photo

Upload a photo and click on “Load photo, check and click on forward” then forward
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5. Adding your required admission qualifications

Choose carefully the administrative category for which you are applying for

Add the required admission qualifications, in detail: High School Certificate, English
Language Certificate and one of the Alternative Qualifications

a. High school certificate

Choose the type of the qualification

fill the section with information concerning your foreign qualification

b. English Language Certificate

Add the information about English Language requirement
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If:
1) you have passed one or more English language proficiency examinations for a

total of at least 4 ECTS (even if level B1) select another italian university

Select university

and fill in the information exactly as described (mark is not compulsory). Please do not
select a “Between Level” but only an “English language Level” (Inglese Livello) from B2
to C2)

If
2) you take the exam which will be held in Bicocca on 3th of May you have to wait

until you’ll take it. Only after the exam you can fill the pre-enrollment, checking:
Awarding Institution

and fill in the information exactly as described:
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Declare that the certificate is achieved and insert the date 03/05/2024. Please do not
select a “Between Level” but only an “English language Level” (Inglese Livello) from B2
to C2)

If:
3. you have a B2 English language certificate among those recognized by Università degli
Studi di Milano - Bicocca
or
4. have earned a secondary-school diploma taught primarily or entirely in English
or
5. you have earned a first-cycle academic degree taught primarily or entirely in English
select: Awarding Institution
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and fill in the information about University, or High School or Test Centre:

And Proceed
Declare that the certificate has been achieved and insert the other information.
Insert the date of the exam or of High School Diploma or University Degree.
Please DO NOT select a Between Level but only an English language Level - Livello
Inglese (from B2 to C2)

c. Alternative qualification

Add your Degree

Search your university and fill in the section with information about the course
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Check the data, then click on “Complete admission to call”

6. . Declaration of Qualifications and Requirements

Fill the “Declaration” in order to complete the admission

Fill in the section with information about your B2 English language knowledge
qualification

Declare the university or the universities in which you earned CFU/Ects distributed across
the Academic Disciplines of Psychology: M-PSI/01, M-PSI/02, M-PSI/03, M-PSI/04,
M-PSI/05, M-PSI/06, M-PSI/07, M-PSI/08
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Select the SSD of the exams

For each SSD indicate ALL the exam you took

Only if you want to exclude from the assessment one or more Single course units taken
at this University and relating to non-compulsory activities in the Master’s Degree
Course, declare them here
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Add your motivational letter

Give information about your thesis

If you already have other titles declare

Declare courses and/or workshops

Knowledge of software
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Publications in Scopus-indexed scientific journals (specify the DOI of each publication)

Publications in non-indexed journals, book chapters, or other publications (for each
publication, specify the DOI and/or ISBN/ISSN)

Presentations at international conferences and symposia. For each
conference/symposium, specify the organizer, the authors, the title of the presentation,
where and when the event took place. If possible, provide a link to the website of the
conference and/or to the book of abstracts.

Presentations at national conferences and symposiums. For each conference/symposium,
specify the organizer, the authors, the title of the presentation, where and when the
event took place. If possible, provide a link to the website of the conference and/or to
the book of abstracts.
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answer Yes to the final question

Before confirming the Declaration, check carefully all the pages. Then confirm

In the Summary you can modify declaration

7. Payment of the fee

Now pay

Payments with PagoPA can be made in 3 ways:
- Printing of the slip and payment at any payment service provider in the PagoPA

circuit (e.g. banks, tobacconists, etc. NB: not at the post office);
- Online payment: via a specific link, present on your Online Secretariat page, you

can access the online payment function which will offer all the payment service
providers participating in the PagoPA circuit (among the possible methods there
are direct debit to current account and payment with credit card);

- Through personal home banking: using the PagoPA or CBILL functions. For banks
that use the CBILL system, the interbank code or SIA code is: 1G192
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8. Admission request

After payment you can see the receipt. The receipt does not have to be filed.
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